
Iliyan Stefanov Chosen
Dr Iliyan Stefanov was born in Bulgaria but
has lived and worked in Scotland for
decades. His background has given him the
kind of wide experience that makes for a
good MP.

As a young man he headed up local enterprises
emerging from communism. He was a local
councillor. By training he is an economist and
has taught the subject in UK universities.

He now works for Dundee University in the
student support role. As such he is very aware
of the pressures and problems which can
effect our young people.

He is particularly concerned with the mental
well being of young people and is involved in
the ‘Choose Life’ programme

Now at 54 he and his wife Penka are keen hill
walkers. So far they have ‘bagged’ 95 Monros.

T in the Park

DF Concerts have been asked for further information
regarding their Traffic Management Plan and other is-
sues raised during the public consultation period.
This means that the application will not now come to
the April meeting of the Development Management
Committee and further consultation will now have to
take place.  Pending consideration of this information
a new date for the presentation to the Committee will
be decided.  Residents should keep an eye on the
planning portal to make sure they can contribute any
concerns.

Strathallan Wind Farm

A date has not yet been set for this application to
come before Development Management.

Proposed Extension of Quarry Facility at Glen-
quey

This application for extension of the approval to quar-
ry sand and gravel was refused by the Development
Management Committee on 19 November 2014 but is
now the subject of an appeal to Scottish Ministers.
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Iliyan believes that Lib Dem vote is a vote that helps to
consolidate the progress we have made already
without tipping the country into the Tories’ extreme
austerity or opening spending floodgates with
disastrous consequences.



Local News

Roads

Throughout the Ward, roads are
often in poor condition due to
the effects of our cold and
damp climate.  Gullies can also
block, causing more damage.
The Council will routinely carry
out gully clearing round the
whole of Perth and Kinross at
least annually but should you
have any emergencies

(including potholes) at particular sites the most efficient way to
report them is via info@pkc.gov.uk and if you can take a photo-
graph with your phone and email it to that address with the exact
location it will be even more useful in identifying problems.

the waiting list for those who are
homeless or in overcrowded or
unsuitable tenancies.

Housing in Auchterarder
The developments at Castleton,
Hunter’s Meadow and
Strathearn Gardens are well
under way and it is expected
that 12 units of Social Housing at
Kirkton will be completed by the
beginning of May.  The Council’s
policy of requiring 25% of
housing developments to
consist of affordable dwellings is
responsible for the provision of
these Ihouses and as more
housing for sale is constructed
this number will increase, easing

You can write
to Ann Gaunt, Laurel Bank, Moray St., Blackford PH4 1QP or
email agaunt @pkc.gov.uk
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Liberal Democrat action in our community

*Your
Views

"

Further £400 income tax cut taking
those on £12,000 a year out of the
system.
Extra £800 Million to safeguard Scot-
tish NHS.
Guaranteed fair pension rises be-
cause of the Lib Dems’ triple lock.
Balance the books: Strengthen the
Economy.
Transfer more powers away from
London.

Achieved in Government!

Taxes Down  £800
Record Pensions rises
174,000 more Scottish Jobs
UK Health Service spending protected

What would be the effect of your
vote for Liberal Democrats? We
will be able to deliver some of the
main policies we have announced
in our manifesto and we will also
be able to restrain any coalition
partner from going too much to the
left or too much to the right, as we
have done over the past 5 years.
You will have as a result a strong-
er economy and fairer society.
This is a safe and responsible
choice to make.
Yours sincerely,


